
FLORIDA District Captain Questionnaire  

(to be provided prior to scheduled interview for preview by the applicant) 

Dear prospective Convention of States Project leader,  

In order to make our scheduled time on the phone as efficient as possible, we provide applicants 

with a list of questions that will be asked. Please take a few minutes to preview prior to the 

interview. 

1. Why do you want to be involved with the Convention of States Project? 

2. What made you decide to sign up to volunteer for COS? 

3. What is your understanding of the Convention of States and the Article V Process? 

4. What is your involvement in the community?  Are you a member of any other organizations? 

5. Would you have any difficulty accepting responsibility as District Captain and team leader? 

a. Identifying volunteers’ interests/talents? (We provide a survey for volunteers) 

b. Delegating responsibilities? This is a mentoring, team effort. 

c. Establishing regular communication with your leadership team? 

d. Maintaining regular communication with your Regional Captain? 

e. Making a consistent effort to communicate COS volunteers and supporters in your 

district? 

f. Have you ever led a group of people?   At work?  At church?   Civic group? 

g. Have you ever organized volunteers?  

6. How do you see yourself educating, motivating, and activating others? 

7. Can you see yourself giving presentations at public speaking events? (not required) 

8. Could you organize such speaking events and/or manning an information table? 

9. Please give us an honest assessment of your own skills in the following technical areas: 

a. Do you have a computer? 

b. Do you have high-speed Internet Access? 

c. Do you have basic experience using a database? Are you willing to learn? Ours is pretty 

easy to use. 

d. Have you attended meetings using screen-sharing programs such as Free Conference 

Call? If not, are you willing to learn? 

 

 



10. Available time: 

a. You will need to commit to attending the FL DC weekly calls – either Tuesday evening or 

Wednesday morning. Is that feasible for you? 

b. Can you commit to being responsive to communication with state leaders? 

c. We use an app from https://slack.com/ to do most of our communicating and file 

sharing. Please go look at their site. Does it look like something for which you may need 

orientation or training? (We can provide that) 

d. Can you commit to attending occasional webinars/training? Many are recorded for 

viewing at your convenience.   

e. Most importantly, can you commit to taking time to contact volunteers and provide 

them information and support they need to grow this grassroots effort? 

f. Are you able and willing to meet with your volunteers and State House Representative? 

https://slack.com/

